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\ ABSTRACT

A nomogram was constructed which simplifies the
computation of aerobic point s for running. This form of
exercise was selected because the energy cost (oxygen
cons*m~ed) of running can be reliably predicted from time
and distan ce. Aerobic points for swimming , cycling and
team sports may not represent exercise of the same
intensity for everyone. This repor t outlines the aerobic
concept , how the nomogram was developed from Cooper ’s
aerobic point charts and recoimsends a training prograi~~ebased on the points system for Canadian Military personnel. ‘ 
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INTRODUCTION

A nomogram has been constructed which simplif tea the computation
of aerobic points for running. A copy of this nomogram is included
with this report which assesses the validity of the aerobic points
system f o r  exercise prescription.

THE AEROBIC CONCEPT

Aerobics is a term applied to exercises such as running, walking,
swimming and cycling where there is a high sustained demand for oxygen .
When these activities are performed at sufficient intensity and for
sufficient duration, the organs of the body responsible f or transporting
oxygen to the working muscles undergo a training effect. This effect is
particularly evident in the heart and results in a lower pulse rate at
rest and during submaximal exercise.

The concept of aerobics was made popular by Cooper (3, 4) who
defined categories of VERY POOR, POOR, FAIR, GOOD or EXCELLENT for
aerobic fitness. An individual could estimate his aerobic fitness
category from the distance he could run in 12 minutes of inn’(~um ef-
fort (2). Since Cooper’s five categories are essentially the same as
fitness levels one through five (CFAO 50—1), Canadian military personnel
can substitute the CF aerobic fitness test which is a 1.5 mile run or
an equivalent . The objective in any training programme should be to
achieve at least the GOOD (level 4) category of aerobic fitness.

The three parameters which define a training programme for
improving aerobic fitness are frequency , intensity and duration of
exercise. Whereas three times per week is generally accepted as the
minimum frequency required to produce a training effect , the other
two parameters are - more difficult to define. The aerobic points sys-
tem greatly simplifies this problem. Periods of exercise where the
intensity is defined as some easily measured parameter , such as speed,

• are assigned aerobic points. According to Cooper, 30 points per week
are required to produce and maintain the GOOD (level 4) category of
aerobic fitness.

In spite of wide acceptance by the general public, the aerobic
points system has been subject to some criticism. In a critical
review, Macate at al (7) concluded that the system works well for
riw~{ng. This is probably because the energy cost (oxygen consumed)
of running is reliably predicted by t ime and distance covered (6). On
th. other hand , the energy cost of swimming varies greatly with indivi-
dual skill and that of team sports i. further influenced by player
position and mot ivation. Similarly , the energy cost of cycling varies
with the type of machine and the nature of the terrain. Since points 
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are assigned on basis of energy cost, it follows that aerobic points
in swimming, cycling and team sports may not always, as claimed by
Cooper, represent exercise of the same intensity for everyone.

AN AEROBIC POINTS NOMOGRAM FOR RUNNING

An aerobic points noinogram was constructed for running since
the point system seems to be most valid for this form of exercise.
Times and distances, in each case the fastest time quoted, were 4taken from Cooper’s point charts (3). For example , where Cooper
allows 30—36 minutes to run three miles, the same distance must be
covered in 30 minutes to earn 9 points using the nomograin.

In a revised edition of his book (4), Cooper re.~onstructed hispoint charts to allow “bonus” points for longer distances. This was
based on the fact that the last half of any aerobic exercise period is
more beneficial than the first. This is because the body requires the
first few minutes to achieve “steady—state” conditions where oxygen
demand is being met by oxygen intake . By extrapolation, 20 minutes of
exercise involves more of this endurance—type exercise than 10 minutes
of the same exercise. Ravanagh (5) has also stressed the safety value,
particularly for older personnel, of increasing distance at the expense
of running speed. The nomogram does not allow endurance points for
longer distances. They are c.initted because, in contrast to the original
point system based on energy cost, endurance points seem much more
difficult to quantitate.

The maximum capacity for aerobic exercise (V02 max) declines due
to the physiological effects of aging. In his revised edition (4),
Cooper devised point charts for different age groups. Since points are
assigned on the basis of the energy cost of exercise which must be a
minimum percentage of VO~ max to produce a training effect, a simpler
approach is to apply the age correction factors of Astrand and Rodahl (1).
Table 1 shows the number of aerobic points per week required to produce
and maintain the GOOD category of fitness for men aged 25, 40, 50 and
60 years.

The aerobic fitness of women tends to be less than that of men,
partly because they normally have more body fat and a lower level of
blood haemoglobin. Cooper recommends that women require 24 aerobic
points per week in order to produce and maintain what is for them a GOOD
level of aerobic fitness. This agrees reasonably veil with Astrand and
Rodahl (1) who contend that V02 max in women is 15—202 lower than that
of men. 
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HOW TO USE THE NOMOGRAM

The nomogram is very simple to - use. Align running time and distance
covered and read the aerobic points per mile. Alternatively, the
process can be reversed and aerobic points per mile may be converted
to time and distance.

The objective of an aerobic training programme is to achieve and
maintain at least a GOOD (level 4) fitness category. Accord ing to
Cooper, 30 points per week are sufficient provided they are spread over
at least three days per week. Those individuals in the VERY POOR to
FAIR categories should begin with as little as 10 points per week and
progress to 30 points over a period of ten weeks or more. These
individuals may begin with brisk walking (at least 4 mph) or a
combination of walking and running and progress in time to continuous
running. For older personnel, distance should be emphasized at the
expense of speed.

Since it is intended for military personnel , it is perhaps as well
that the nomogram dictates a more demanding training programme than that
outlined in Cooper ’s latest point charts (4). The nomogram dictates amore demanding programme for 30 points because it is based on the fastest
running times for each distance and does not credit the individual withendurance points for longer distances .
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TABLE 1

AEROBIC POINT S PER WEEK SUGGESTED FOR DIFFERENT AGES

4
AGE AEROBIC POINTS PER WEEK

25 30

40 25

50 22.5

60 20
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